FREE TRIAL

HOW TO MAKE REMOTE WORKING
SUCCESSFUL FOR YOUR BUSINESS
For remote working to work, there are several things your business has to do. And, getting it right from the start
is pivotal for the best results. After all, you want the transition to be seamless, productivity to remain high, and
your B2B sales and marketing measurables to continue to grow. So, how can you guarantee success?

1. COMMUNICATION MAT TERS
According to Tribal Impact, 74% of employees have the
feeling they are missing out on company news. When your
teams are working from home, that just won’t do! Design an
internal communications strategy, be transparent, and
encourage regular communication.

2. DIGITAL MARKETING MAT TERS
Being present online has never been more crucial. It’s all about
getting noticed — so, consider an effective social media strategy,
optimize your website for search engines and conversions, create a
high-quality content and email marketing plan and measure results
from the outset.

3. MA XIMIZE ON EXISTING
CUSTOMER REL ATIONSHIP
Your customers are your greatest business asset. And,
remote working should not impact the professional
relationship you’ve built with them. Use detailed customer
insight to provide the best experience, and identify
upselling and cross-selling opportunities where possible.
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4. ASSESS YOUR TECHNOLOGY STACK
Now more than ever, the right business technology is pivotal.
So, ensure your teams have the tools they need to do their jobs
effectively from the comfort of their own homes. And, consider
how tech could make your business better — from automation
to artificial intelligence (AI).

5. GENERATE LEADS THROUGH YOUR BUSINESS WEBSITE
Too many businesses miss opportunities that land on their website every
single day. By including innovative lead generation technology in your
strategy, you’ll maximize your chances of conversion, turn every website
visitor into a lead and transform your B2B sales pipeline.

Create a hub of engaged leads directly through your website, supercharge
your business success and book your Lead Forensics demonstration today!

LEAD FORENSICS CAN SKYROCKET YOUR
LEAD GENERATION PROCESS
Our leading software provides you with the contact details of
key decision-makers from businesses visiting your website.

BOOK YOUR FREE DEMONSTRATION
& NO OBLIGATION TRIAL TODAY
G E T S TA R T E D
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